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Laser interferometers with high circulating power and suspended optics, such as the LIGO grav-
itational wave detectors, experience an optomechanical coupling effect known as a parametric in-
stability : the runaway excitation of a mechanical resonance in a mirror driven by the optical field.
This can saturate the interferometer sensing and control systems and limit the observation time
of the detector. Current mitigation techniques at the LIGO sites are successfully suppressing all
observed parametric instabilities, and focus on the behaviour of the instabilities in the Fabry-Perot
arm cavities of the interferometer, where the instabilities are first generated. In this paper we model
the full dual-recycled Advanced LIGO design with inherent imperfections. We find that the addition
of the power- and signal-recycling cavities shapes the interferometer response to mechanical modes,
resulting in up to four times as many peaks. Changes to the accumulated phase or Gouy phase in
the signal-recycling cavity have a significant impact on the parametric gain, and therefore which
modes require suppression.
I. PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY IN COMPLEX
INTERFEROMETERS
Prior to the first detection of a gravitational wave sig-
nal in September 2015 [1], the two LIGO detectors went
through the first stage of a major upgrade, which aimed
to boost their sensitivity by a factor of 10 [2]. One major
aspect of this upgrade was a significant increase in optical
power circulating in the arm cavities, which is expected to
reduce shot noise and therefore improve detector sensitiv-
ity. During the first observational run (O1) of Advanced
LIGO, circulating power approaching 100 kW was con-
sistently achieved; the target power is 750 kW resulting
in a design sensitivity of 200 Mpc binary neutron star
range [3].
In this paper we discuss a phenomenon known as para-
metric instabilities [4], a consequence of using high opti-
cal power in the interferometer. Parametric instabilities
result from an interaction between the radiation pressure
of the optical field and the natural vibrational modes
of the mirrors. In the presence of positive optical feed-
back this can couple energy from the field into the mirror
mode, resulting in exponential growth of the mechanical
oscillation.
Parametric instabilities (PIs) have now been observed
in prototype optical cavities [5–7], and at LIGO [8], where
the mechanical modes have been observed to ring up until
the interferometer control systems failed. Current miti-
gation strategies are focused on technologies already built
into the interferometers: using ring heaters to change the
optical gain of problematic higher order optical modes
[9–13], and using electrostatic drivers to actively damp
the mechanical mode that is unstable [14, 15]. So far
these techniques are proving successful; however, as the
circulating power is increased towards the design level
the severity and number of PIs will increase, resulting in
more unstable modes.
∗ agreen@star.sr.bham.ac.uk
Over many years we have developed a detailed simu-
lation model using Finesse [16] to describe behaviours
in the Advanced LIGO detectors [17–19]. In this paper,
we present numerical analyses of PIs in the full design
configuration of Advanced LIGO [20]. This complements
existing extensive analytical and numerical modelling of
PIs [6, 21–25].
First, we present an overview of how Finesse is used
to model PIs throughout this work. In section II we
study the parametric gain of specific mechanical modes
and how this changes when recycling cavities are intro-
duced, including inherent defects such as astigmatism.
Section III then focuses on parameters of the signal-
recycling cavity and consequences for the parametric gain
in a realistic interferometer configuration. We find that
changes to the tuning or accumulated Gouy phase of the
signal-recycling cavity have a significant impact on para-
metric gain, and therefore which modes will require sup-
pression. However whether this has consequences for the
current mitigation scheme is not yet known.
A. Numerically Modelling PIs
Finesse [16] is a fast, frequency-domain interferom-
eter simulation tool. It is particularly suited to mod-
elling parametric instabilities as it easily provides the
required mechanical-to-optical transfer functions in im-
perfect and arbitrary interferometer configurations using
Hermite-Gaussian beams. Previously this has been used
to apply limits to the number and type of higher order
modes used in simulation [26], and investigate the poten-
tial use of higher order Laguerre-Gauss modes to reduce
thermal noise in future gravitational wave detector de-
signs [27]. It is also actively used in LIGO commissioning
and design modelling [19, 28]. Finesse and its Python
wrapper PyKat [29] are open source and freely available
for others to use in future studies.
Parametric instabilities can be considered as a feed-
back system [22] resulting from the linear interaction be-
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2tween the optical field and a vibrational mode of a sus-
pended mirror within the interferometer. The figure of
merit for determining the stability of a vibrational mode
in an interferometer is called the parametric gain, R,
where R ≥ 1 corresponds to an instability. Typically
this is evaluated by calculating individual optical trans-
fer functions of higher order optical modes through the
interferometer and then summing the effect of each of
these optical modes, as described in Appendix A.
The open loop transfer function for a motion back onto
itself is T (Ω) = p(Ω)∆p(Ω) , where p(Ω) describes the ampli-
tude motion spectrum of a mechanical mode at a fre-
quency Ω. This exists in Finesse as a diagonal element
in the inverted interferometer matrix. A single sparse
matrix solution can then be used to evaluate T (Ω) at
the frequency of the mth mechanical mode, ωm. Us-
ing the frequency-domain equation of state, we find that
the parametric gain of the mth mechanical mode, Rm,
can then be directly extracted from the real part of this
transfer function, as described in [30]:
Rm = 1−<
( 1
T (ωm)
)
(1)
Since Finesse computes the light field amplitudes
of all Hermite-Gauss (HG) modes to a specified order,
T (ωm) contains components from all these optical fields
directly. In order to calculate the spatial overlap between
the optical fields and the mechanical modes, Finesse
must be supplied with a surface motion map. Typically
these maps are produced using a finite element modelling
package, which computes the mechanical resonant modes
of the bulk optic. From the bulk modes, the normalised
motion of the front surface and the corresponding reso-
nant frequency can be extracted and used as inputs into
Finesse models. Further details about using finite ele-
ment modelling tools with Finesse are provided in chap-
ter 3 of [30].
B. General Method
A complete model of the core optics in Advanced LIGO
forms the basis of the simulation, as depicted in figure 1.
This model uses design parameters given in [20]. Key
frequencies derived from this design are listed in Table I.
The detector is based on a Michelson interferometer.
Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms, formed by the Input-
and End Test Masses (I- and ETMs) are used to amplify
gravitational wave signals, and the Power Recycling Cav-
ity formed between the Power Recycling Mirror (PRM)
and arm cavities increases the circulating power to de-
crease shot noise. The Signal Recycling Cavity, formed
by the Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM) and arm cavities,
can be tuned to amplify or resonantly extract signal side-
bands; currently the LIGO detectors operate in this Dual
Recycled configuration using Resonant Sideband Extrac-
tion (RSE).
ETMX
PRM
ITMY
ETMY
ITMX
PR2
PR3
SR2
SR3
SRM
BS
FIG. 1: Optical Layout used throughout these simulations,
indicating the location of the applied surface motion map.
The X- and Y-arm cavities are formed by the Input and End
Test Masses (I- and ETMs), and together form a
Fabry-Perot Michelson via the beamsplitter (BS). The
Power Recycling Cavity (PRC) is formed between the arm
cavities and the Power Recycling Mirror (PRM), via Power
Recycling cavity mirrors PR2 and PR3. The Signal
Recycling Cavity (SRC) is similarly formed between the arm
cavities and Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM) via Signal
Recycling cavity mirrors SR2 and SR3.
Cavity Property Value
X-arm fmsf 5.155 kHz
fpole 42.34 Hz
Y-arm fmsf 5.155 kHz
fpole 42.34 Hz
PRX x-axis fmsf 377.0 kHz
y-axis fmsf 358.3 kHz
fpole 309.5 kHz
PRY x-axis fmsf 377.5 kHz
y-axis fmsf 359.0 kHz
fpole 310.0 kHz
SRX x-axis fmsf 288.5 kHz
y-axis fmsf 255.3 kHz
fpole 420.5 kHz
SRY x-axis fmsf 288.9 kHz
y-axis fmsf 255.6 kHz
fpole 421.0 kHz
TABLE I: Key frequencies derived from the Advanced LIGO
design model. fpole is the pole frequency, describing the
linewidth (half-width-half-maximum) of the cavity. fmsf is
optical higher order mode separation frequency. In cavities
where the beam is astigmatic, the mode separation
frequency differs between the x- and y-axes. PRX(Y) and
SRX(Y) refer to the cavities formed between the PRM or
SRM and ITMX(Y) respectively (see figure 1).
3As in the design, the X- and Y-arm cavities are iden-
tical. Parameters within this core model, such as mir-
ror positions, angles and curvatures, may then be var-
ied to change the response of the interferometer, and
consequently the parametric gain. We have used feed-
back loops, mimicking those used at the detector sites,
to check that these parameter sweeps do not move the
model away from an operating point for the interferome-
ter linear degrees of freedom. This means that both arm
cavities and the power-recycling cavity are resonant for
the carrier field, and the inner Michelson (formed by the
beamsplitter and Input Test Masses) is tuned to a dark
fringe on transmission. We refer to in-phase signals that
are common to both arms and therefore reflected back
towards the laser as ‘common’ signals, while ‘differential’
signals, with a 180◦ phase difference between arms, are
transmitted from the beamsplitter to the detection port.
Surface motion maps for the Advanced LIGO mirrors
were produced using Comsol. Examples are shown in
figure 2, where listed mode numbers are those generated
by Comsol. In particular, mode 37 has strong spatial
overlaps with HG03 and HG21 optical modes and is as-
sociated with the first observation of a PI in a LIGO de-
tector [8]. This observation was made at the Livingston
detector (which is dual recycled and tuned for resonant
sideband extraction), operated with 50 kW circulating
arm power resulting in a parametric gain of R=2. Minor
(0.15%) adjustments have therefore been made to the ra-
dius of curvature of the four test masses in our model to
reflect the observed resonant frequency and parametric
gain of this mode.
Each simulation of a parametric instability applies one
surface motion map to the End Test Mass of the X-arm
(ETMX), as shown in figure 1. The simulation also takes
the resonant mechanical mode frequency and Q-factor
as inputs; by default we use a Q-factor of 107 and the
resonant frequency computed by Comsol. This means
that we can explore the combined parameter space of
mechanical mode frequency and interferometer parame-
ters. Note that since we only study effects due to ETMX,
modes from different test masses and any cross-coupling
between these are not considered in this study.
II. PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY IN
INCREASINGLY COMPLEX
INTERFEROMETERS
Figure 3 depicts the parametric gain of mode 37 (see
figure 2) as a function of the resonant frequency of the
mechanical mode, using the method described in sec-
tion I B. We compare a single X-arm cavity to Michel-
son Interferometers with just Fabry-Perot arms (FPMi),
Power-Recycling (PRFPMi), and Dual-Recycling (DRF-
PMi). We find that the presence of the power- and signal-
recycling cavities significantly shapes the optical response
and resulting parametric gain, in agreement with [22]. To
allow direct comparison, the input power was adjusted to
(a) Mode 37
(b) Mode 41
(c) Mode 257
FIG. 2: Surface motion maps for mechanical modes used
throughout this modelling. Mode 37 is associated with the
first observed parametric instability at Advanced LIGO.
Modes 41 and 257 are examples of mechanical modes that
interact with the dual recycled interferometer differently to
mode 37, as described in section III.
maintain a constant power circulating in the arm(s) in all
cases.
In both the single arm cavity and FPMi cases we see a
typical single broad peak. This corresponds to an overlap
between the mechanical mode frequency and the 5.16kHz
mode separation frequency of the arm cavity, which al-
lows a 3rd order optical mode to resonate.
Introducing the power-recycling mirror results in a cav-
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FIG. 3: Parametric gain of mode 37 as a function of
mechanical mode frequency in the case of a single arm cavity,
Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Perot arm cavities,
Power-Recycled-, and Dual-Recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson.
Arm circulating power is constant between all traces.
ity coupling between the X-arm and both the power-
recycling cavity (PRC) and Y-arm. The condition for
resonance is therefore complicated. We see the introduc-
tion of two new peaks, since the PRC includes spheri-
cally curved mirrors at non-normal incidence, producing
an astigmatic beam. This results in the HG03 and HG21
modes picking up different amounts of Gouy phase in the
cavity. We describe these peaks as common peaks due to
their association with the reflection port of the Michel-
son. The frequency separation between these common
peaks and the original single cavity peak is 182 Hz, while
the separation between the two common peaks is 36 Hz.
Similarly, adding the signal-recycling mirror produces
an additional set of couplings via the signal-recycling cav-
ity (SRC). This time the new resonance condition results
in two differential peaks, offset from the single cavity res-
onance by 30 Hz. These two peaks are unresolved due to
the low finesse of the SRC, appearing as a broadening of
the peak when compared to the non-astigmatic case. We
also see that the original broad peak is supressed.
Our model allows us to treat the resonant frequency of
each mechanical mode as a tuneable parameter, as dis-
cussed in section I B. Changes of frequency on the scales
explored here are not something we expect to see in real-
ity, however plots of this kind are useful diagnostic tools.
They allow us to explore the response of the interfer-
ometer to a mechanical mode, whose resonant frequency
may shift and is unknown prior to measurement, without
changing the interferometer state.
Experimental work at both the Hanford and Liv-
ingston detectors has attributed a mirror motion with
the shape of mode 37 to observed parametric instabil-
ities at 15.53kHz. We see that in our model this falls
within a differential peak in parametric gain, indicating
that properties of the signal-recycling cavity could also
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FIG. 4: The parametric gain of modes 37, 41 and 257
depend on the radii of curvature (RoC) of the test masses.
In this plot, the RoC of all four test masses are changed by
the same amount simultaneously. For context, the reference
curvature of ETMX is 2248m.
be used to influence the gain of this mode in the inter-
ferometer, as shown in section III. However, other modes
will match different resonant conditions in the interfer-
ometer, for example resonating via the PRC. Improving
the behaviour for one mechanical mode may worsen the
situation for another.
The internal properties of the arm cavities can be used
to suppress parametric instabilities. Unlike the SRC
properties discussed below, changes to the radii of cur-
vature (RoCs) of the test masses are known to influence
parametric gain by altering the optical response. They
are therefore one focus of efforts to suppress PIs at the de-
tector sites. Figure 4 plots the parametric gain of modes
37, 41 and 257 on ETMX when the RoCs of all four test
masses are increased simultaneously by the same amount.
Once again we find four peaks in the trace for mode 37.
We can also see that a significant change in RoC is ex-
pected to stabilise mode 37, but overcompensation could
result in instability through mode 41.
III. THE SIGNAL-RECYCLING CAVITY
A. Tuning
In addition to Advanced LIGO’s current broadband
operation using resonant sideband extraction (RSE), the
tuning of the signal-recycling cavity can be adjusted to
produce an operational mode that is optimised for a par-
ticular gravitational wave source [31]. In particular, an
SRC detuning of φ = 16◦ is proposed for optimal binary
neutron star detection [20], where a tuning of 360◦ corre-
sponds to a mirror displacement of one wavelength. We
find that the parametric gain of some mechanical modes
has a strong dependence on the tuning of the signal-
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FIG. 5: The parametric gain of modes 37, 41 and 257 (see
figure 2) depend on the tuning of the signal-recycling cavity
relative to RSE.
recycling cavity length.
Figure 5 depicts the parametric gain on ETMX for
modes 37, 41 and 257 as a function of position of the
signal-recycling mirror (SRM), expressed as tuning rel-
ative to RSE. Each mechanical mode is modelled at its
Comsol determined frequency (see figure 2). Detun-
ing the SRC causes a minor alteration to the operating
point of the interferometer (see Section I B); however, ac-
tively tuning the interferometer linear degrees of freedom
to maintain operating point did not significantly change
our results.
For mode 37, we find a broad peak in parametric
gain, resulting in instability for the nominal tuning and
an increase in parametric gain for negative detunings.
The SRM and Input Test Mass in the X-arm (ITMX)
can be viewed as a compound mirror with a frequency-
dependent reflectivity determined by the phase accumu-
lated in the SRC. Changes to the position of the SRM
therefore alter the effective reflectivity of ITMX as seen
by the higher order optical modes.
Figure 6 directly tracks the interferometer response to
the tuning of the SRC. The animation in 6a plots para-
metric gain as a function of mechanical mode frequency
for different choices of SRC tuning, including depicting
the power-recycled and single cavity responses for refer-
ence. Figure 6b extracts the mechanical frequency corre-
sponding to each of the three found peaks. We see that
the common mode peaks are left unaltered, while the fre-
quency of the differential peak doublet strongly depends
on the position of the signal-recycling mirror.
The differential mode peak frequency is not depicted
for tunings of -70◦ and -60◦ since at these values the
peak coincides with the common mode peaks and cannot
be resolved. In this sense, the differential mode peak
appears suppressed. We note that although mode 37
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FIG. 6: Parametric gain of mode 37 as a function of
mechanical mode frequency, plotted for different choices of
SRM position, expressed as SRC tuning relative to RSE. In
6a we show the example φ = +70◦. On comparison to
figure 3 we see that the differential peak has shifted in
frequency and amplitude, while the common peaks
introduced by the PRC are not affected. In 6b we plot the
mechanical mode frequencies resulting in peaks of
parametric gain as the SRM position changes. This confirms
that only the peak identified as ‘differential’ is affected by
SRC tuning. An animated gif of figure 6a showing all SRM
positions is available online.
falls within the differential peak, and is influenced by the
SRC, other mechanical modes will fall within the com-
mon mode peaks, and thus be independent of parameters
in the SRC, as shown in figure 6b.
Figure 5 also shows the behaviour of the parametric
gain as a function of SRC tuning for modes 41 and 257,
both at full design power. For mode 41, we find that
the mode is stable for all planned SRC tunings. How-
ever, we find that mode 257 could become unstable if the
operational mode were to be switched away from RSE
to positive detunings. The set of mechanical modes that
6could result in parametric instability can change depend-
ing on the SRC tuning.
B. Gouy Phase
Proposed upgrade plans for Advanced LIGO include
replacing the SRM with another mirror of a different cur-
vature. This would alter the Gouy phase accumulated in
the SRC and therefore the optical gain of higher order
optical modes in this cavity. We find that changes in the
Gouy phase have the same effect as SRC tuning for mode
37.
In figure 7, we directly set the value of the Gouy phase
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FIG. 7: 7a shows the parametric gain of mode 37 as a
function of mechanical mode frequency for the case of
Ψ = +10◦ and is available as an animated gif online for
different values of Gouy phase. 7b extracts the peak
frequencies at each value of Ψ. As in figure 6, we see that
only the differential peak is affected by changes to the
accumulated Gouy phase in the SRC. The missing points in
the trace for Ψ ∼ 50− 60◦ correspond to values for which
the third peak cannot be resolved.
accumulated in a single pass through the space between
the SRM and telescope mirror SR2, Ψ (see figure 1)1. As
in figure 6, we see that only the differential mode doublet
is affected by the change, and that the frequency range
for which R > 1 changes with Gouy phase, to the point
where we can suppress the differential peak of mode 37.
Note that the periodicity of this behaviour is double that
of the SRC tuning case; this is due to setting the one-way
rather than round-trip phase.
C. Consequences for Advanced LIGO
Interferometers
We have calculated the parametric gain of 800 me-
chanical eigenmodes for discrete tunings in −100◦ ≥ φ ≥
+100◦ and Gouy phases in 0◦ ≥ Ψ ≥ +100◦. This is sum-
marised in figure 8. In all cases the mechanical modes are
modelled at their calculated Comsol frequency and the
power circulating in the X-arm cavity is 750kW. In the
case of SRC tuning, we find a minimum of 1 and maxi-
mum of 6 unstable modes in our model. The summed R
plots are dominated by the gain of just one or two modes,
as can be seen by comparing the shape of the lower plot
in figure 8a to the trace for mode 37 in figure 5. We
also find that the current tuning of the SRC sits at a lo-
cal minimum in terms of number of modes, however the
gain of this mode is relatively high when compared to
other minima in the upper trace: at φ ' −40◦ we are
closer to suppressing all modes. As expected from com-
paring figures 6 and 7, this behaviour is also shown for
the case of Gouy phase changes.
Relative to the design operating point as show in fig-
ure 8, the number of unstable modes increases for small
positive SRC detuning but the gain of a single PI in-
creases for the equivalent negative detuning. The posi-
tion and radii of curvature of the mirrors in the signal-
recycling cavity alter the parametric gain of mechanical
modes and have a strong influence on which PIs will ap-
pear. This may have consequences for the current mit-
igation scheme, such as targeting new mode shapes or
requiring stronger actuation to damp higher gain modes.
However as seen in our results, the number of additional
PIs that could arise in the current configuration are lim-
ited.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have used Finesse to study parametric instabilities
in the context of the full Advanced LIGO design. The
dual-recycled configuration of the interferometer greatly
1 This allows us to mimic the effect of changing the radius of cur-
vature of one of these mirrors without additional design time to
re-mode-match the model.
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FIG. 8: Total number of unstable modes and summed
parametric gain for different choices of detuning, φ (8a) and
Gouy phase, Ψ (8b). The design operating point of the
interferometer is marked for reference.
expands the parameter space which determines the re-
sulting optical gain of the system. In particular, we have
shown that parameters outside the Fabry-Perot arm cav-
ities can also affect the parametric gain of a mechanical
mode, to the extent that the number and gain of unstable
modes may change.
By contrasting figures 4 and 5, the complexity of the
picture is clear: while the instability of mode 41 is min-
imally affected by SRC tuning and strongly affected by
changes in RoC, the reverse appears true of mode 257,
and mode 37 is affected by both. The list of important
optical parameters is therefore extensive, and all will in-
fluence the likely number of PIs that will affect gravita-
tional wave detectors as the operating power increases.
For the parameters in the Advanced LIGO design, we
find that the tuning and Gouy phase accumulated in the
signal-recycling cavity will influence the total number of
parametric instabilities, and the gain of these modes.
For differential modes parametric instability depends on
properties in the SRC, while for common modes instabil-
ity depends on the PRC. Therefore if parameters in the
SRC are to be changed, a PI mitigation scheme based
on per-mode damping is expected to remain effective for
common mode PIs, but may require changes for differen-
tial modes.
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Appendix A: Parametric Instability
Mechanical motion 
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FIG. 9: Schematic depiction of parametric instability as a
feedback process. A mechanical excitation of the optic
scatters light from the fundamental optical mode into higher
order optical modes. These circulate and interact with the
fundamental optical field and mechanical modes via
radiation pressure. If the strength of the interaction and the
optical gain of the resulting modes are sufficiently high, the
mechanical mode may be unstable: a parametric instability.
Throughout this work we consider the linear interac-
tion between the optical field and a vibrational mode of
a suspended mirror within the interferometer. As ex-
plained by [22] these parametric instabilities can be de-
scribed as a feedback system, depicted schematically in
figure 9. An excitation acts on a particular vibrational
mode of the mirror, causing the reflecting surface of the
optic to move. The incoming optical field (‘pump’) is
phase modulated on reflection, resulting in scattering of
the optical field into higher order optical modes (HOMs)
at sideband frequencies determined by the frequency of
the mirror surface motion. We describe the resulting op-
tical modes in the Hermite-Gauss (HG) basis. The lower
sideband corresponds to the Stokes mode - energy cou-
pling from the optical field into the mechanical oscillation
- while the upper sideband corresponds to the reverse
process, the anti-Stokes mode. The strength of the inter-
action depends on the spatial overlap of the mechanical
mode, m, with the incoming and scattered optical field
modes, denoted Bm,n for the nth optical mode [22]. The
resulting optical fields then propagate through the inter-
ferometer, where they may be amplified or suppressed
depending on their frequency and the particular configu-
ration of the interferometer. On returning to the mirror,
radiation pressure will act on the mirror surface. If the
upper sideband dominates, the motion will be damped; if
8instead the lower sideband dominates, energy is coupled
out of the optical field into the mirror and it ‘rings up’,
resulting in a parametric instability.
The figure of merit for determining the stability of a
vibrational mode, m, in an interferometer is called the
parametric gain, R, where R ≥ 1 corresponds to an in-
stability. In the case of a single dominant incident field
of wavelength λ and power P , this is given by:
Rm =
8piQmP
Mω2mcλ
∞∑
n=0
<[Gn]B2m,n. (A1)
where 0 ≥ Bn,m ≥ 1 is as above, c is the speed of light,
M is the mass of the mirror, and vibrational mode m
has angular resonant frequency ωm and quality factor
Qm. For the fused silica LIGO test masses M = 40 kg,
ωm ∼ 10 × 2pikHz and Qm ∼ 107. The incident opti-
cal field has λ = 1064nm and P = 750kW. Gn is the
optical transfer function of the nth HOM through the
interferometer and back to the mirror. Changes to the
interferometer configuration will therefore affect which
vibrational modes are likely to become unstable in an
interferometer. The linear dependence of R on incident
power indicates that vibrational modes that are stable
for low powers may become unstable once the detectors
are upgraded to full design power and sensitivity.
Appendix B: A ‘Forest of Modes’
Figure 10 illustrates the importance of including the
full DRFPMi interferometer in PI studies for LIGO.
Building the interferometer in stages as described in sec-
tion II, we plot all mechanical modes up to 60kHz that
are found to be unstable within 2 kHz of their Comsol
frequency. Each point then marks the peak value of R
found for each eigenmode. This allows for inaccuracies in
our simple mechanical model and a range of interferome-
ter parameters, creating a ’worst case scenario’ for PIs at
LIGO. Critically, we find that the dual-recycled interfer-
ometer could suffer from twice the number of PIs when
compared to the single cavity case. Note also that this
plot refers to PIs exclusively due to mechanical modes
in ETMX. Modes from different test masses, and any
cross-coupling between these, are not considered in this
study. Therefore the total number of PIs could at worst
be quadruple that depicted.
This approach has also been used to study the influ-
ence of SRC tuning, as shown in figure 11. We find that
in a ‘worst case scenario’, whereby all interferometer pa-
rameters combine to maximise the number of PIs, the
influence of SRC tuning on the total number of PIs is
diluted. By allowing the mechanical frequency to sweep
over a 4kHz range, peaks in parametric gain due to both
power- and signal-recycling are included, and a value of
R > 1 anywhere in this range is treated as a count of 1
unstable mode. Since the majority of modes are able to
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FIG. 10: A forest of PIs: each data point relates to a specific
mechanical mode that has positive parametric gain within
±2 kHz of its Comsol computed resonant frequency. 3 cases
are depicted: a single arm cavity, PRFPMi, and DRFPMi
interferometers. We find that the DRFPMi configuration
could produce twice the number of unstable modes when
compared to the single cavity.
resonate in the PRC (given an appropriate choice of me-
chanical frequency), changing the tuning of the SRC just
influences the minority of modes that are only resonant
via the SRC.
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FIG. 11: Total number of modes that are unstable within
±2kHz of their Comsol frequency. The influence of the
SRC is diluted here since this range of mechanical
frequencies also allows most modes to resonate via a
common rather than differential mode.
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